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Abstract

As wireless channels are becoming common, the performance of TCP over networks with such links is important.

TCP performance suffers substantially when packet error rates increase beyond a value of about 1% - 5%. This

paper proposes an end-end mechanism to improve TCP performance over networks comprising lossy wireless link.

The scheme separates the congestion indications from the wireless packet erasures by exploiting ECN. To overcome

packet erasures we use a dynamic and adaptive Forward Error Correction (FEC) scheme that includes adaptation of

the Maximum Segment Size for TCP. Redundancy is added in the form of proactive FEC which tunes itself to the

measured error rate. The residual packet errors are handledby an enhanced retransmission scheme using reactive

FEC repair packets to complement proactive FEC and SACK retransmission. Dynamically changing the MSS tailors

the number of segments in the window for optimal performance. The scheme is built on top of TCP-SACK and

depends on SACK and timeouts as a last resort.ns-2simulations show that our scheme substantially improves TCP

performance even for packet loss rates up to 30%, thus extending the dynamic range and performance of TCP over

lossy wireless networks.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Data communication over wireless channels is becoming common. With the use of WiFi (802.11) hotspot/metro

access, WiMax (802.16), 3G, mesh networks, community wireless networks and other wireless channels for data

communication, end-to-end communication could involve traversal of multiple wireless links. As these emerging

wireless channels grow in terms of nominal bandwidth capabilities, transport layers like TCP will see variable

bandwidth, and unpredictableresidualpacket erasure rates. Seamless communication under such conditions requires

end-end protocols to be tolerant of wireless link characteristics, including highly variable bit errors and packet

erasures.

TCP, the predominant transport protocol in use today dependson packet loss to respond to congestion, and its

drawbacks over lossy wireless links are well-known. A key issue is TCP’s inability to distinguish between losses

due to channel errors and congestion. The significant reduction of the congestion window in response to packet

erasures causes TCP to severely underestimate the availablebandwidth, thus underutilizing the available capacity.

Indeed, TCP’s capacity under-estimation worsens as the errorrate on the channel increases. Therefore, when there

is a bit error or packet erasure, it is desirable that TCP not react to it in the same manner as to congestion loss.

The use of Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) to indicate incipient congestion allows us to isolate losses due

to channel errors by sharply reducing congestion loss (due to buffer overflow). Our goal in this paper is to re-examine

TCP’s behavior in ECN-enabled networks and propose adaptive mechanisms that allow robust performance even

under extremely heavy and persistent erasure conditions (e.g., up to 50% erasure rates). Thus, with TCP reacting

to ECN [24], packet loss in a network with wireless links wouldbe predominantly due to bit errors. However,

the resultant packet erasures can still extract a substantial performance toll through TCP timeouts. We therefore



propose a package of complementary and adaptive mechanisms(adaptive MSS and proactive/reactive FEC) to

reinstate TCP’s performance. Our goal in devising these end-to-end mechanisms is to introduce as little additional

protocol functionality inside the network, and to allow easy extension of TCP implementations. Our mechanisms

allow robust TCP performance under extreme and highly variable erasure rate conditions. The available bandwidth

utilization can be substantially improved.

An interesting question is: Why end-to-end mechanisms for erasure tolerance over-and-above link-level error

protection mechanisms ? One motivation, which we also justify in the analysis presented here, is that the end-

systems have the requisite information at the transport-layer, the ability to provision overhead and take corrective

actionexactlywhen packet erasures occur. For example, packets whose erasure can raise the risk of timeouts (e.g.,

retransmitted packets) are often known only to the end-systems, and may be protected with the introduction of FEC.

In addition, information about the current window size, loss rate and packet size (MSS) are known at the end-system

transport and can be exploited to provide the correct and variable amount of error protection when needed, as we

show in this paper. These observations are consistent with the logic of the end-to-end design principle, because the

best information needed at the right time for adaptive errorprotection is available at the end-systems. Of course, our

design (or the end-end design principle) does not precludegeneral-purposeerror mitigation schemes at the link layer,

because our approach nicely complements such mechanisms toovercome any of their deficiencies. In particular,

these mechanisms tend to provide a finite, and often fixed, amount of overhead (FEC or ARQ persistence) to recover

from errors, so as to be suitable for a wide range of end-to-end transport protocols. Recent studies of link-layer

FEC/ARQ [15], [14] have shown residual error rates that may be worse for vanilla TCP than for other transport

protocols or applications (e.g., multimedia with their owncoding schemes). In summary, while we acknowledge the

role of link-level mechanisms to reduce average residual erasure rates, we focus on the emerging need to handle

the end-to-end effects of such substantial residual erasure rates.

In this paper, we propose an approach that provisionsproactiveFEC on an end-end basis for TCP as a function

of the actual packet erasure rate (PER) encountered. We also introduce areactiveFEC component to minimize the

effect of erasures during the retransmission phase (in order to reduce the risk of TCP timeouts). The overall scheme,

calledLoss Tolerant TCP (LT-TCP), includes an adaptive maximum segment size (MSS) component toprovide

a minimum granularity (a minimum number of packets) in the TCPwindow, once again seeking reduce the risk of

timeouts. Our scheme seeks to adaptively balance the overhead added for FEC and the protection obtained for bit

errors and the resultant packet erasures. When the PER estimate is low, the proactive and reactive FEC components

adapt to reduce the amount of overhead added. Thus, when the end-to-end path has little or no loss/erasure, the

FEC scheme introduces negligble overhead. At the same time, weseek to significantly improve the performance

of TCP and channel utilization even under packet erasure rates as high as 30-50 percent.

There has been substantial interest in the use of FEC in multicast transport protocols (e.g., digital fountain,

Towsley et al, Nonnenmacher et al) and some TCP improvements over wireless networks ([35]). We fully survey

these and other advances in the related work section. However, no prior work on TCP over wireless networks

proposes a general, integrated, modular and adaptive solution that enables robust TCP performance in extreme and

variable erasure environments (0-50% rates).

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next sectionexamines related work and discusses the various

proposals to improve TCP over wireless links, particularly the addition of FEC to TCP. Section III provides an

overview of the proposed scheme and describes the sender andreceiver mechanisms in greater detail. We present

performance results from a detailed ns-2 simulation in Section IV. The last section presents our conclusions and



future work.

II. RELATED WORK

There has always been anecdotal information about the high erasure and error rates in wireless links. Network

designers have known that what matters to end-to-end protocols is theresidual packet erasurecharacteristics of

wireless links after any link-layer error mitigation is completed [25]. However, the situation with current standard

link-level mechanisms is not encouraging. In a recent study, an MIT research group showed substantial variability in

link performance in terms of capacity and erasure rates (e.g., 10-50% erasure rates) in 802.11b mesh networks [1].

Preliminary industry studies of WiMax and mobile/portable broadband access also suggest significant variability

in performance [21]. Multi-hop ad-hoc networks used in defense or emergency response environments also exhibit

such high residual erasure rates. These residual erasure rates (even after link layer error mitigation is done) have

a substantial impact on end-to-end performance.

Let us consider the history of FEC and its use in transport/link layers. FEC has been well studied by communi-

cations technologists, especially as an error mitigation technique for digital voice communications [26]. Bit error

correction is usually performed using convolution codes, turbo codes or a mix of coding and modulation [26]. In

contrast, attractive building blocks for packet erasure correction include Reed-Solomon codes [27] and recently-

proposed rateless codes [28].

FEC did not attract attention in the long evolution of TCP (1970 to mid-90s) primarily due to the computational

costs of FEC and the fact that traditional retransmission/timeout mechanisms worked well over wired links.Mildly

lossy links could be patched up with link-layer FEC at the bit orpacket granularity. The problem really occurs

when link level error mitigation fails due to substantial underlying error conditions. Luigi Rizzo in 1997 opened the

field to software and kernel-level FEC by showing the feasibility of computing Reed-Solomon (R-S) erasure codes

online at high speeds. Though Rizzo suggested possibilitiesfor use of FEC in TCP, his and several subsequent

researchers’ focus has been on multicast transport protocols (for reasons unrelated to link-level errors). The digital

fountain approach and rateless codes ([2]) improve on R-S codes for large block sizes in terms of computational

complexity, and apply such codes to multicast transport. Nonnenmacher et al [6] developed analytical models of

proactive and reactive FEC in the context of reliable multicast transport protocols (without considering congestion

control issues). Rizzo and Huitema independently raised the possibility of using FEC for long delay and lossy

wireless links (eg: satellite links), but do not propose a particular solution ([7], [8]). RFC 2488 [29] suggests

link-level FEC for satellite links, leaving the end-to-end erasure-detection and response problem open.

FEC has also been considered with TCP recently, but with limitedsuccess. Anker et al [4] propose integrating

(proactive) FEC with TCP, but since their method is neither adaptive nor does it consider MSS variation or reactive

FEC, its performance gain is limited to lower erasure rates (less than 10%). Baldantoni [30] studies a simple FEC

scheme in TCP based upon a slow moving estimator of current loss rates and reports marginal performance gains

for up to 10% erasure rates. Performance gains for higher erasure rates have not been reported to the best of our

knowledge.

Researchers have considered the implications of erasures on congestion control and counteracting mechanisms,

again with limited success. In general, attempts to apply heuristics to distinguish between congestion and transmis-

sion error (e.g., using interarrival times and loss counts)have not been very successful ([18], [17]).

For LT-TCP we use ECN to signal congestion and an exponential moving average of erasure rates to adaptively

tune the scheme parameters. In contrast, some researchers have proposed explicit loss/error/link quality notification



(ETEN [22], ELN [23], TCP-ELSA [9]). While we do not preclude the possibility of error notification techniques

in the future, our choice of ECN allows us to operate end-to-end without introduction of any new functionality into

the intermediate network nodes (ECN is already an IETF standard). Moreover, our work shows that there is more to

the TCP/wireless challenge than distinguishing between lossand congestion: timeout risk reduction requires careful

design of adaptive FEC and adaptive MSS building blocks.

TCP Westwood [19] measures output rate over a combination of low-to-medium bandwidth wired and modestly

lossy wireless links and integrates this measure into TCP congestion control (decrease cwnd to this output rate

estimate rather than an arbitrary halving). Again, this technique has been effective only for low erasure rates (under

5%), presumably due the increased timeout risks mentioned above.

TCP Eifel [13] is a scheme that deals end-to-end with issues such as sudden delay spikes in GPRS (2.5 G)

networks using a modified RTO algorithm. This paper does not deal with heavy erasure conditions. We believe

that a timeout risk reduction approach through FEC can be superior, and FEC also directly handles the recovery

issues due to substantial erasures. In summary, the issue ofTCP performance in an end-to-end manner over heavy

erasure rate links remains open.

There is also considerable previous work on sophisticated link-layer techniques. One may put them in two broad

categories:a) hybrid FEC/ARQ [15] andb) TCP performance-enhancing-proxies (PEPs) [11], [31], [32].

Hybrid FEC/ARQ involves fragmentation of packets (with its residual error-multiplying potential) and afinite

degree of FEC/ARQ recovery at the link layer. Barakat and Altman [14] model TCP performance improvement with

link-level FEC with block sizes of 10-40 packets and low erasure rates (less than 5%). They observe deadweight

FEC overhead beyond a threshold and find that burst losses leads to residual erasures despite link-level FEC, and

sharply reduced TCP throughput. Use of larger block sizes at the link-layer to improve FEC performance also poses

challenges when TCP connections could be short or traffic unpredictable (an adequate backlog of packets may be

unavailable).

Barakat and Al Fawal [15] study TCP over links employing hybrid ARQ/FEC. They report that ARQ mechanisms

(like 802.11 ARQ with exponential backoff and limited persistence [33]) interfere with TCP timeouts and RTO

estimation. ARQ is also shown to fail for high erasure conditions, despite persistent retries. Though link-level hybrid

ARQ/FEC is better than either FEC or ARQ alone, its performance also significantly degrades for higher loss rates

(5% or more) despite unreasonably high amounts of ARQ retries, fragmentation of IP packets, FEC overhead and

buffering (see Fig. 15/16 in [15]). These studies and the MIT Rooftop measurements clearly indicate the limitations

of link-level error resilience techniques.

Moreover, practice (in link-level error mitigation) diverges from potential. As wireless links have become stan-

dardized, faster and cheaper (e.g., 802.11), link level mechanisms have tended to be simple (e.g., 802.11’s ARQ

mechanism). This trend results in a high and variable residual erasure rate (e.g., 10-50% erasure rate observed by

MIT’s Roofnet project) that needs to be ultimately handled end-to-end. Different link layer technologies also have

diverse capabilities for erasure resilience and this lack of consensus implies that the responsibility for overcoming

residual erasures will ultimately rest with the transport or application layer. Furthermore, any appreciable residual

erasure rate may have a disproportionate impact on TCP depending upon which packets are lost (e.g., whether they

are data packets, acks, or retransmissions).

TCP Performance Enhancing Proxies (PEPs) [11] are TCP-aware mechanisms placed on boundaries where

network characteristics change dramatically. PEPs include mechanisms for handling bandwidth asymmetry [31],

[32], TCP-aware FEC provisioning [16] or adaptive link frame sizing [36]. PEPs, though effective in many cases,



maintain per-flow state and perform layer violations (with implications for security, mobility and scalability). The

TCP-PEP technique is more applicable for last hop, highly managed, low-bandwidth, low-erasure links rather than

the emerging regime of variable-performance, high-erasure, highly multiplexed, meshed wireless links that may

appear not just as the last link of the path.

What about adaptive packetization mechanisms? The limitations of static packet sizes has also been mentioned in

the literature. In a study of TCP over GSM data links (RLP), Ludwig and Joseph [34] point to the static MTU used

end-to-end as a reason for diminished end-to-end error recovery performance over GSM links. Hybrid ARQ/FEC

schemes internally choose unit sizes smaller than the advertized MTU [15]. The value of adapting the fragment

unit sizes at the link-layer has also been observed recently[36]. Casetti et al [35] propose smaller packets for TCP

during its initialization phase, but not subsequently.

Overall, there is growing interest in the use of FEC in transport protocols and improved link-layer techniques, but

there is no clear baseline proposal (transport or link layer) that can offer a significant increase in TCP performance

over a wide range of erasure rates (up to 50%).

III. OVERVIEW

LT-TCP design focuses on the following key issues:

• Congestion Response: How should TCP respond to congestion notifications, but not respond to packet erasures

that do not signal congestion?

• Mix of Reliability Mechanisms: What mix of TCP repair mechanisms should be used to achieve theTCP

reliability objectives ? In particular, what role would error correction (FEC) play in addition to traditional

retransmission? How should the mix be split between proactive and reactive repair?

• Timeout avoidance: Timeouts, though useful as the final fallback mechanism, are truly wasteful in link

utilization, application response times and increased risk of further timeouts. How should the mix of TCP

repair mechanisms be setup to significantly reduce the probability of timeouts?

Our answer to the congestion response issue is simple: reactonly to ECNs. This solution would obviously work

only in an ECN-enabled network. However, in spite of this simplifying network assumption, there are a number of

residual timeout avoidance challenges as discussed below.

Error correction packets (referred to as FEC) have an interesting property unlike regular data packets: ifk (out of

N ) packets are received to allow FEC reconstruction, then it does not matterwhichk packets are received. In other

words, the dependence of repair by retransmission of a specific sequence number packet is effectively mitigated. A

uniqueFEC packet can therefore protect or repair any one data packet.Contrast this with traditional retransmission:

SACK or 3-dupacks will identify and require that a packet witha specificsequence number to be retransmitted.

This sequence-agnostic property allows a unique FEC packet to be used either in the original window (i.e., in a

proactive manner,PHASE 1) or in the retransmission process (i.e., in a reactive manner, PHASE 2). However, the

cumulative number of sequence-agnostic FEC packets and sequence-specific data packets or retransmission packets

in PHASE 1 and PHASE 2 have to meet the threshold of k for FEC to be effective. Else, TCP will revert to

its fallback mechanism of traditional repair based on the sequence number of the retransmission or timeout, as

discussed below. Our mix of reliability mechanisms will therefore include the traditional TCP mechanisms (SACK,

dupacks, timeouts, retransmissions) combined with adaptive amounts of proactive and reactive FEC repair packets.

Timeout avoidance: we quickly review the reasons why timeouts occur and how these reasons are exacerbated

in a high packet erasure environment:



• First, timeouts occur ifall packets in a window are lost. We obviously do not solve this problem, but to

reduce this risk, we propose to granulate the TCP window more finely. Given this finer granulation and TCP

self-clocking, the packets in the window are spread more smoothly over an RTT (rather than in short bursts

of packets).

• Second, even if only a subset of the window is lost, TCP timeoutswill occur if three dupacks do not reach

the source (the minimum required to trigger SACK-based retransmissions). If reverse paths also are subject to

link erasures, then timeout probability increases further. With LT-TCP, we address this issue in two ways:

a) by varying the maximum segment size (MSS) to allow the window tobe more finely granulated

(and hence have the capacity to generate dupacks), and,

b) by provisioning proactive FEC packets in the window based uponan estimate of current erasure

rate to reduce the need for dupacks and reduce the burden on SACK retransmission.

• Third, even if retransmissions are sent in response to SACK, the loss of ANY (one or more) of the retransmitted

packets will cause TCP to timeout. We find that this retransmit-erasure sensitivity is a very important contributor

to timeouts especially under high erasure rates. We addressthis issue by using reactive FEC repair packets

triggered by dupacks to complement and protect SACK retransmissions. We trigger reactive FEC transmissions

based upon dupacks (instead of SACKs) because we might face a situation where we do not get even three

dupacks due to heavy erasures in the forward or reverse paths.

In summary, we propose four complementary building blocks (to extend TCP-SACK) in our scheme:

ECN-Only: Congestion response only to ECN, since it is the definite signal of congestion in ECN-enabled

networks.

Adaptive MSS: Granulate the congestion window to have at least G packets,subject to limits of a

minimum and maximum MSS.

Proactive FEC: FEC packets used in PHASE 1 are called Proactive FEC packets.

• Estimate per-window erasure rate E with a sensitive estimator. We use an exponential weighted moving

average (EWMA), with adaptive parameters.

• Add P FEC packets per window as a function of the erasure estimate, i.e., P = f(E). The MSS

is adjusted to allow one or more FEC packets per window (while maintaining sufficient window

granulation).

• Compute FEC on a per-window basis using Reed-Solomon (R-S) codes. As a side effect, this method

yields a large inventory of excess FEC packets for potential reactive FEC use (see below).

Reactive FEC: For every dupack, send R reactive FEC packets. R is a function ofthe erasure rate estimate,

E. i.e., R = g(E). These reactive FEC packets will complement and protect SACK retransmissions in

PHASE 2. Observe that there is nothing special about reactive FECcompared to proactive FEC: both of

them are sequence-agnostic repair packets created as a function of estimated erasure rate, to protect data

or retransmissions in PHASE 1 or PHASE 2 respectively.

The scheme details are captured next. We can further understand the complementary nature of the proposed

building blocks by asking what would happen in their absence. Without the adaptive MSS mechanism, we would

have insufficient window granulation, potentially resulting in insufficient dupacks to trigger retransmissions, larger

packet erasure rates (PER) for a given bit-error-rate (BER), and difficulties in provisioning proactive FEC packets

within the window for a targeted degree of overhead. WithoutProactive FEC, there would be an increased reliance



Term Detail Term Detail
G Minimum Window Granularity MSSmin Minimum MSS allowed

MSSmax Maximum MSS allowed (Default MSS) MSS Current MSS used
newl New measured erasure rate E Average erasure rate estimate
P Number of PFEC packets in the block R Number of RFEC packets in the block

MSS1 Temprorary variable W Congestion Window in Packets

TABLE I

TERMS USED IN THE ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION

on all SACK retransmissions being received correctly and enough dupacks and SACKs reach the source. Without

reactive FEC, the retransmissions triggered by SACK would be vulnerable to losses, and any single loss of these

retransmissions would trigger a timeout.

Any mechanism involves making tradeoffs. The tradeoffs of our mechanisms are as follows. Adaptive MSS uses

smaller segments when windows are small and therefore the header (or packetization) overhead is larger during

such phases. This overhead diminishes as window sizes grow. Proactive FEC may lead to a small deadweight

goodput degradation due to over-estimation of erasure rate, and some increased burstiness in the release of dupacks

from the destination. Reactive FEC triggered by each dupack leads to a somewhat increased load and burstiness in

the retransmission periods. However, since these mechanisms are all adaptive (i.e., they become more active only

during higher erasure rate conditions), we argue that the tradeoffs are worth making to achieve a significant gain

in the dynamic range of TCP performance.

A. Detailed Scheme Description

This section fills in further detail to the earlier overview. Thescheme functions are divided into the sender and

the receiver modules. The sender module is responsible for adaptive MSS adjustment to provide the requisite TCP

window granularity, calculating the required proactive and reactive FEC protection, and the transmission of FEC

packets. The receiver implements packet reconstruction (using FEC if necessary).

The sender and receiver operations are summarized next. Explanations of the terms used can be found in Table

I.

1) Sender Operation:Algorithm 1(a) provides the summary of sender operations including adaptive MSS and

proactive FEC functionalities. As mentioned earlier, function f(E) maps the erasure estimate,E to the minimum

number of proactive FEC packets necessary. Depending on the window size in bytes, the MSS is either reduced or

increased to accommodate the required number of FEC packets while providing adequate erasure protection. Thus,

the variation in MSS is governed by the following factors:

• The window must be large enough to maintain the minimum granularity, G.

• The window should be able to accommodate at leastf(E) proactive FEC packets while providing adequate

erasure protection for the estimated erasure rate,E (see Figure 1(a) for details).

• The MSS chosen must be bounded by theMSSmin andMSSmax values.

Reactive FEC: The proactive FEC packets needed,P , specified by Algorithm of Figure 1(a) is added to the

number of reactive FEC packets needed,R = g(E). The sender calculates FEC such that the total redundancy

packets generated are greater thanP +R. P proactive FEC packets form a part of the congestion window while the

R reactive FEC packets are used in response to duplicate acknowledgments from the receiver as described earlier.



(a) Sender Proactive FEC Algorithm (b) Receiver FEC Decoder

Fig. 1. Operational Steps of proactive FEC encoder implemented at the sender and the FEC decoder used by the receiver.
The receiver executes Algorithm (b) for each packet arrival.

Functions f(E) and g(E) : The function f(E) is divided in two parts:

• The first part maps the estimated erasure rate to minimum numberof proactive FEC packets needed. The

erasure rate is divided into multiplebins. Depending on the bin the estimated erasure rate falls in, weselect

a hard-coded number of FEC packets that define the minimum numberof proactive FEC packets needed.

• Then, based on the current window size and the erasure rate, the number of proactive FEC packets used,

P , is selected such that the window granularity requirementsare met andP FEC packets provide sufficient

protection against the estimated erasure rate,E.

Functiong(E) is a similar mapping like the first part off(E) where each duplicate acknowledgement leads to

transmission ofR reactive FEC packets depending on the erasurebin that E falls in.

2) Receiver Operation:Algorithm of Figure 1(a) presents the detailed operation of the FEC decoder implemented

at the receiver. The decoder attempts to recover any erasureswith FEC. Algorithm of Figure 1(a) is executed for

each packet reception.

3) Erasure Rate Estimation:LT-TCP uses exponential weighted moving average (EWMA) to maintain an estimate

of the packet erasure rate. The EWMA parameters are adaptivilybiased toward higher erasure rates with

α =
newl

newl + E
, β = 1 − α =

E

newl + E
(1)

The averaging process is performed as follows:

E = α × newl + β × E (2)

While other estimation choices are possible, keeping the bias toward higher erasure rates helps in keeping the

proactive FEC levels high enough to protect against small variations in average erasure rate. As shown in later in

Section IV Equation 2 tracks the average erasure rate fairly well if the rate variations are small. But, as is the case

with all estimates, Equation 2 tends to either overestimate or underestimate the erasure rate if the variations are

bursty. Under such conditions the proactive FEC algorithm will add deadweight FEC that is either insufficient to



provide required protection or is more than the level required. Since previous studies have noted that the erasure

rates are relatively stable over intervals as large as a second [1], we feel that the estimate we use will track the

actual erasure rate fairly closely over most wireless channels. The erasure rate estimation can be performed equally

conveniently at either the receiver or the sender. The receiver can use the information from the packets received to

estimateE while the sender can use the ACK information to do the same.

IV. PERFORMANCERESULTS

In this section we present extensive results on the performance of LT-TCP. We also compare the performance of

LT-TCP with the baseline of TCP-SACK, and two link level schemes:one which introduces link level FEC to match

the packet erasure rate (PER) on the channel and another that isa hybrid FEC/ARQ scheme that is designed to

provide protection for a target of 10% error rate. LT-TCP performs better than all the schemes compared, especially

as the PER increases (up to 30-40%). We examine the contribution of the individual components of LT-TCP and

show how they complement each other. We also observe the behavior of LT-TCP as the PER goes beyond 30%

and show how the increase in timeouts reduces the absolute performance of LT-TCP. This suggests the possibility

of further work to improve LT-TCP performance. The broad objectives of the performance study are as follows:

1) Erasure Resilience: We demonstrate LT-TCP’s performance under high, variable erasure conditions compared

to the baseline, which is TCP-SACK responding to both losses anderasures. A single-bottleneck test case

(10 Mbps bottleneck, 20 ms one-way delay, 10 TCP flows) with erasure rates varying from 0% to 50% is

used. The performance of the scheme is examined based on the end-end metrics of aggregate throughput and

goodput. We use the behavior of the congestion window, number of timeouts, bottleneck queue dynamics and

examination of the FEC overhead to provide a complete understanding of LT-TCP’s erasure resilience. The

baseline TCP version used is TCP-SACK with ECN.

2) Performance Contribution of Components: We illustrate the contribution of each component of LT-TCP

and the residual trade-offs (ECN-only, adaptive MSS, reactive-FEC and proactive FEC). A 10% PER test case

is used. We also look at the evolution of TCP’s MSS andcwnd (in segments) over time to understand the

adaptivity of MSS, its triggers and effects. We also look at thebehavior of the PER estimator which controls

the proactive FEC overhead we introduce.

3) Link-Level Hybrid ARQ/FEC: We compare LT-TCP’s performance relative to two reasonable link level

schemes. The first is a link level FEC scheme that uses as much FEC overhead as needed to match the PER

of the channel (for the purposes of the simulation and our comparison with LT-TCP, we assume that the link

has perfect knowledge of the erasure rate). We also compare LT-TCP with a reasonable link level Hybrid

ARQ/FEC strategy which is designed with 10% static FEC rate with three (3) ARQ retries at the link layer

(to work well at a target PER of 10%.)

A. Single Wireless Bottleneck Tests

The single-wireless bottleneck topology used is shown in Fig.2. All end-hosts are ECN-enabled, with the

bottleneck implementing RED with ECN marking. The router has a 500 packet buffer (with a nominal packet

size of 500-bytes); REDminthresh andmaxthresh values are 75 and 225 packets respectively. The simulations

were run for 1000 seconds, sufficient for steady state observations. Results are averaged over 5 simulation runs, to

overcome randomization effects.

Tables II and III present the performance of TCP-SACK and LT-TCP respectively. As expected TCP-SACK

and LT-TCP perform well without packet erasures. However, asone would expect, the performance TCP-SACK
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Fig. 2. Single Wireless Bottleneck Setup: RED AQM with ECN.

ERROR RATE

PARAMETER 0 percent 10 percent 20 percent 30 percent 40 percent 50 percent
Goodput(Mbps) 9.158 1.098 0.233 0.048 0.01 0.003807

Number of Timeouts 0 267 287 135 52 26
Throughput (Mbps) 9.52 1.272 0.306 0.073 0.018 0.007984

TABLE II

TCP-SACKW/ ERASURES: TCP GOODPUT AND THROUGHPUT, THOUGH ACCEPTABLE AT0% PER,DRAMATICALLY REDUCES ABOVE

10% PER. FEWER TIMEOUTS AT HIGHERPERREFLECT LONGER TIME SPENT IN EACH TIMEOUT DUE TO TIMER-BACKOFF (KARN’ S

ALGORITHM).

drops quickly for PER of 10% and higher. LT-TCP on the other hand,shows consistent and significant relative

performance improvement over TCP-SACK. LT-TCP achieves a significant goodput for all non-zero PER cases.

The absolute performance (goodput) of LT-TCP is good up to about 30% PER, as shown in Table IV-A. However,

for higher PER (40% and higher) the goodput drops off, while thenumber of timeouts goes up. The reason for the

performance degradation at extremely high PER clearly lie in the sharply increased number of timeouts despite the

high and adaptive FEC overhead and adaptive granulation policy. In comparison however, TCP-SACK is worse. For

example even at 20% PER, TCP-SACK is operating with a very small window, as seen in Fig. 3(b) (although we

recognize that TCP-SACK was not originally designed for such severe PER.) Note that TCP-SACK exhibits fewer

total number of timeouts, but that is due to Karn’s exponential timer back-off algorithms (triggered with back-to-

back timeouts). TCP-SACK spends significantly more time in each timeout period, thus achieving very little useful

goodput. We recognize the need to examine how to adapt LT-TCP to improve its ability to avoid timeouts. We

believe that this approach of adjusting the overhead associated with FEC at very high PER is best suited on an

end-end basis, based on the end-system’s need to continue tooperate over paths with such “hostile” characteristics.

Figure 3 shows the dynamics of the bottleneck queue and a comparison of TCP congestion window dynamics for

10% and 20% PER. As expected the congestion window (cwnd) graphs under these packet erasure conditions show

the dramatically better performance of LT-TCP compared to that of TCP-SACK. The queue behavior illustrates

that the bottleneck is underutilized with TCP-SACK. In contrast, we see a relatively fully utilized bottleneck and



ERROR RATE

PARAMETER 0 percent 10 percent 20 percent 30 percent 40 percent 50 percent
Goodput(Mbps) 8.94 5.36 4.086 2.99 0.89 0.3

Number of Timeouts 1 24 19 40 130 243
Throughput(Mbps) 9.53 8.55 9.01 9.06 3.53 1.74

Proactive FEC Overhead (%) 2 29 45 52 53 55
Reactive FEC Overhead (%) 0 3.7 7 11 15 17

TABLE III

LT-TCP W/ ERASURES: PERFORMANCE IS MUCH HIGHER COMPARED TOTCP-SACK. GOODPUT DEGRADATION BEYOND30%

REFLECTS INCREASEDFEC OVERHEAD AND DECREASED EFFECTIVENESS IN TIMEOUT AVOIDANCE.

well-managed RED/ECN-controlled queue lengths with LT-TCP. Observe that the congestion window behavior

does not directly reflect the goodput obtained by the end-system (because of the FEC and packetization overheads).

However, it does reflect that we have drastically eliminated timeouts with LT-TCP over these PER regimes.

The fact that TCP-SACK stops sending packets at high loss rates results in a draining of the bottleneck queue.

This results in the link being idle, and a loss of goodput (Fig. 3(c)) for a PER of 20%.In comparison, the queue

behavior with LT-TCP is much better (Fig. 3(d)). Reduction in the number of timeouts and the transmission of both

data and FEC packets results in a much higher utilization of thelink. This translates to a much higher end-end

goodput in spite of the FEC overhead.

B. LT-TCP Component Performance

We evaluate the performance of LT-TCP in the single wireless bottleneck configuration (Figure 2) as we include

the different individual components of the LT-TCP. This helpsto understand their contribution. These experiments

were with a PER of 10%, with the TCP goodput and timeout measures averaged over multiple 1000 second

simulation runs with different random seeds.

1) TCP-SACK.

2) TCP-SACK with ECN-only (i.e. RED/ECN at bottleneck and congestion response only to ECN marks).

3) TCP-SACK with ECN-only and adaptive MSS.

4) TCP-SACK with ECN-only, adaptive MSS and proactive-FEC (no reactive FEC).

5) TCP-SACK with ECN-only, adaptive MSS and reactive-FEC (no proactive FEC).

6) Full LT-TCP scheme with TCP-SACK, ECN-only, adaptive MSS, proactive and reactive FEC.

The average goodput for the different component bundles is shown in Fig. 4(a). The addition of each component

to TCP-SACK consistently improves performance. The final goodputfor LT-TCP is over five times the goodput

achieved by TCP-SACK. Note that throughput (which includes FEC overhead, packetization overheads) with LT-

TCP contributes to additional bottleneck link utilization which would have otherwise been wasted anyway with

TCP-SACK. The residual overhead due to conservative FEC provisioning is reflected in the difference (throughput =

8.55Mbps vs. goodput =5.36Mbps). The performance gains of LT-TCP are largely explained through the reduction

of timeouts.

Figures 6 and 7 shows the behavior of the adaptive MSS and the resultant effect on congestion window granulation.

cwnd (measured in segments) remains above the level of 10 segments, thus raising the number of dupacks and

increasing the effectiveness of SACK when cwnd (in bytes) is small and burst losses occur. MSS also increases
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Fig. 3. Graphs of Congestion Window (in bytes) and Queue Length (in packets) varying with time for TCP-SACK and LT-TCP. Results
confirm LT-TCP benefits for these PERs: good bottleneck utilization and TCP throughput (partially reflects improved TCP goodput, from
timeout elimination).
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when cwnd increases, to reduce the packetization overhead, while maintaining the minimum window granulation

(G = 10). The granulation is also limited by the minimum MSS allowed.

Next we examine the behavior of the loss rate estimator and the level of proactive FEC provisioning. Fig. 8(a)

and (b) shows that Equation 2 tracks the average erasure rate fairly well if the rate variations are small. But like

any estimator, it tends to either overestimate or underestimate the erasure rate during a sudden bursty change in

the PER. Note that our adaptive-parameter EWMA estimator (Equation 2) rapidly responds to increased erasure

rate conditions, but displays a bias toward over-estimating current erasure rate conditions for a subsequent period.

Prior studies have observed persistence in erasure rate conditions over periods of a few seconds [1], suggesting

that this trade-off of the bias in the estimator is a reasonable one. This overestimate bias (in most cases) will lead

to dead-weight FEC that is mismatched to the required degree ofprotection. Although this is additional overhead,

it has a potential to reduce effects of sudden erasure burststhat can otherwise lead to timeouts.

(a)Transient Response (b) Over-estimation Bias

Fig. 8. This figure shows the behavior of Adaptive-Parameter EWMA erasure estimator under different conditions. Sub-figure
(a) shows how a burst loss causes a transient over-estimation in the loss rate. This period is small and the estimator catches
up quickly to the actual loss. Sub-figure (b) shows how a burstloss followed by a loss-less period can cause the estimator to
stay in the inefficiency period for a longer time.

C. Comparison with Link-level Schemes

Simulation results1 for number of timeouts and throughput for the four schemes ispresented in Figure 9. As stated

before, timeouts play an important role in determining the goodput achieved. Reactive FEC plays an important role

in reducing the number of timeouts in LT-TCP. For PER between 10%- 30 %,the number of timeouts experienced

by LT-TCP is quite small compared to TCP-SACK. This readily translates to an increase in goodput. However, for

PERs that are higher (40% and 50%) the number of timeouts with LT-TCP increases, thus reducing the goodput. At

such high PER, only LT-TCP is able to successfully send any significant amounts of data. TCP-SACK and the link

level pure FEC scheme experience multiple timeouts and thus have their timeout intervals back-off exponentially.

Thus, their throughput as well as goodput reduce, as seen in Figures 5 and 9. The Link level Hybrid FEC/ARQ

scheme sees very low throughputs and goodput at these high PERsas well, as we observe below.

1The authors would like to thank Dr. Chadi Barakat of INRIA - Sophia Antipolis for generously lending us the ns-2 source code.



1) Comparison with Link Level FEC Scheme:In this subsection, we first compare the performance of LT-TCP

with a link level scheme that includes an amount of FEC overheadto perfectly match the current link PER. The

link level scheme operates as follows. A packet is broken up into N fragments whereK units are data units that

are protected byR = N − K FEC packets. Each fragment is sent independently on the link. For the purposes of

simulation, the amount of FEC protection i.e.R

N
was set equal to the error rate on the channel (assuming perfect

knowledge of the channel PER.) The topology used was the same as in the single wireless hop scenario. This

scheme is a simplification of the scheme outlined in [15]. As wesee in Fig. 5, this scheme performs quite poorly

even at 10% PER. The number of timeouts experienced is still fairly high in comparison to LT-TCP, as seen in

Fig. 9. Table IV-C.2 presents the full complement of results for this alternative.

2) Comparison with Link Level Hybrid FEC/ARQ Scheme:We then compared the performance of LT-TCP with

the full link-level hybrid FEC/ARQ technique presented in [15] (the authors tested the scheme on links with PER

up to 1%.)

For the purposes of simulation, we seek a realistic mix of ARQpersistency and FEC protection but one which

does not assume perfect knowledge of the PER on the channel. Thisis reasonable because such schemes may not

wish to adaptively set the FEC protection on a measure of the PER, and rather depend on ARQ to overcome the

residual error rate. The ARQ persistency value was set at 3 (tonot impact latency adversely) and the FEC protection

was set at 10 % i.e. (N = 10, K = 9). We observe that Hybrid FEC/ARQ provides very good performance when

the static FEC protection is matched to the link PER. However, when the PER exceeds the targeted values, the

performance of the hybrid FEC/ARQ rapidly reduces, as seen in Fig. 5. This alternative manages timeouts better, as

can be seen in Fig 9, but for the same reasons as with TCP-SACK the throughput (and thus goodput) drops rapidly

for PER above the designed (10%) range of the scheme. Table IV-C.2 presents the full complement of results for

this alternative.

ERROR RATE

PARAMETER 0 percent 10 percent 20 percent 30 percent 40 percent 50 percent
Goodput(Mbps) 9.15 6.16 0.39 0.002 0.0003 0.0001

Number of Timeouts 0 2 260 25 9 8
Throughput(Mbps) 9.52 6.44 0.49 0.005 0.001 0.0007

TABLE IV

SACK + HYBRID L INK LEVEL FEC AND ARQ: THROUGHPUT ANDTIMEOUTS FOR DIFFERENT ERROR RATES

ERROR RATE

PARAMETER 0 percent 10 percent 20 percent 30 percent 40 percent 50 percent
Goodput(Mbps) 9.15 0.086 0.034 0.02 0.019 0.015

Number of Timeouts 0 185 111 83 81 71
Throughput(Mbps) 9.52 0.1235 0.053 0.03 0.019 0.026

TABLE V

SACK + LINK LEVEL FEC (FECASSUMING PERFECT KNOWLEDGE OF CHANNELPER): GOODPUT, THROUGHPUT ANDTIMEOUTS

FOR DIFFERENT ERROR RATES
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Fig. 9. Comparison of timeouts and throughput (including overheads) for different schemes as PER varies. Fewer timeouts with SACK
and Link Layer Schemes at higher PER is due to TCP spending longer periods in timeout, due to timer back-off. Thus, throughput (and
goodput) are much lower compared to LT-TCP

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This paper addressed the performance of TCP over networks thatinclude lossy wireless links, where it is well-

known that TCP performance suffers substantially when packet erasure rates (PERs) get beyond a small value of

about 1% - 5%.

This paper proposed a scheme comprising a set of end-end mechanisms that substantially improve and achieve

robust TCP performance in ECN-enabled networks, under extreme and highly variable erasure rate conditions. We

show that TCP can still be functional with appropriate erasure protection mechanisms in networks comprising lossy

wireless links even for PERs over 30%. The enhanced TCP, which we call Loss-Tolerant TCP (LT-TCP) uses FEC

adaptively on an end-end basis for TCP to overcome the estimated loss rate of the channel.

LT-TCP includes a set of mechanisms that complement ECN and cooperate with each other to enhance TCP’s

throughput and match the amount of error protection to the conditions of the channel. We have designed LT-TCP

carefully such that it introduces negligible overhead in the loss-free case, as one would demand of TCP that also

needs to operate over wired links that do not have bit errors.In the case when bit errors/ packet erasures exist, the

role of error protection and adaptive MSS variation by LT-TCP is to avoid retransmissions and more importantly

minimize timeouts. LT-TCP does not require any additional router functionality beyond ECN (which has been

standardized.) As such, it may be easily implemented on an end-to-end basis.

We compared the performance of LT-TCP with TCP-SACK and showed that for the case of 10% packet erasure

rate, LT-TCP achieves a factor of 5 better TCP goodput, while introducing about 30% overhead for FEC on the

channel at these error rates. We also compare LT-TCP with the contemporary approach for wireless links, which

is to introduce a link-level FEC and hybrid ARQ/FEC protections scheme. We show that LT-TCP dramatically

outperforms a simple link level FEC scheme, even when the link level FEC scheme adjusts its FEC overhead to

exactly meet the long-term error conditions of the channel.In addition, we show that LT-TCP also outperforms

link-level hybrid FEC/ARQ scheme that is designed to provide reasonable protection and performance even at 10%

erasure rates. When the erasure rate goes up, the hybrid FEC/ARQ link level scheme (as well as the others) do

not provide adequate protection. On the other hand, LT-TCP continues to achieve a gradual degradation in goodput

until the erasure rate goes beyond even 30%. In addition, we observe that LT-TCP can complement existing link

layer schemes to overcome the residual PER that may exist on thewireless channel.



We claim that LT-TCP shows consistent and significantrelativeperformance improvement for all non-zero erasure

rate cases in comparison to the other approaches. However, its absoluteperformance (especially goodput) suffers

for very high erasure rates (40% and higher). Reasons for this clearly lie at the inability to avoid sharply increased

timeouts despite the high and adaptive FEC overhead and adaptive granulation policy, and addressing this will be

the focus of our immediate future work.
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